
In the year of Cock must "opens out a tail"! 

 

 Another year walked up to end, which confirmed professional level of magazine. 

We did not change rates, orientation of publications, but our editorial collegiums changed 

almost fully. And it is not surprisingly, because, we try, at first, constantly to engage in the 

rotary press of editorial collegiums of magazine and rejuvenation of its composition. And, 

secondly, we are search new mechanisms and ideas on the improvement of our magazine. 

However, than is longer kept status of moved at the Volodymyr Dahl East Ukrainian 

National university, which is located in Severodonetsk, that is quicker lost a dream to keep 

in composition an editorial collegiums at its prestige professional potential, which created 

a magazine on that high professional level and formed its image at the Ukrainian 

educational and scientific market of knowledge. And it is can not disturbs, because it is the 

known names of persons-workers, whom fold the elite of science and education in modern 

Ukraine. All these professionals, forced now to search the "best life" in other high schools 

or abandon a country, because expectations of returning on the "circles" already passed in 

then phase, when to expect some help there is not sense, even is not in a material aspects. 

Even needs say more, that year by years of stay in quality of migrants, only led to 

effectiveness of pessimistic utterance, that on the right rescue of “drowning in hands 

drowning".  

 From this reason on the eve of a 2017 New Year - year of Fiery Cock, "opens out 

the tail" and begin start to master new fields of the activity, technology of work, 

mechanisms and instruments of communications, opening of informative space, to answer 

the main principles on positions of which is based the activity of magazine. It is a means: 

is a permanent capture and submission of world methodological and scientific tops with 

the personal improvisation and unstop self-perfection! 

 We are wishing to our authors, readers, reviewers, opponents, all friends and 

supporters of our magazine to be the same active, to "flame" on the field of leading to 

actuality and necessity of introduction the ideas and researches on the modern stage of 

socio-economic development of our state and region. And also we wishing to have a desire 

to fly and be winners in all scientific "discussions", but also find compromises, however 

despite your theories and ideas". It is to continue to develop the "educational and 

scientific" house, for the sake of prosperity, high culture of our children, grandchildren 

and next generation, whom must absorb for themselves that all, what was better in the year 

that it was already done and must not get lost and drop off. We wish happiness and welfare 

to your families! Peace and "complete cup" of life for all of us!  

 All we will have very well, because we love our state and hope that our attempts to 

do the best life in Ukraine - will bring the good result to 2017 year! So "opens out a tail" 

and become to work, remembering that Cock wakes up early, and in obedience to folk 

wisdom: "Who gets up early – them God is give and help! 
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